Telecommunications operators (telcos) traditional sources of income, voice and SMS, are shrinking due to customers using over-the-top (OTT) applications such as WhatsApp or Viber. In this challenging environment it is critical for telcos to maintain or grow their market share, by providing users with as good an experience as possible on their network. But the task of extracting customer insights from the vast amounts of data collected by telcos is growing in complexity and scale everey day. How can we measure and predict the quality of a user's experience on a telco network in real-time? That is the problem that we address in this paper. We present an approach to capture, in (near) real-time, the mobile customer experience in order to assess which conditions lead the user to place a call to a telco's customer care center. To this end, we follow a supervised learning approach for prediction and train our Restricted Random Forest model using, as a proxy for bad experience, the observed customer transactions in the telco data feed before the user places a call to a customer care center. We evaluate our approach using a rich dataset provided by a major African telecommunication's company and a novel big data architecture for both the training and scoring of predictive models. Our empirical study shows our solution to be effective at predicting user experience by inferring if a customer will place a call based on his current context.
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of mobile-cellular subscriptions worldwide is approaching the number of people on earth, with the developing countries accounting for over three quarters of the world's total [1] . We are becoming more and more dependent on our mobile phones -GPS navigation, voice and text over data, and social media exchanges are just a few examples. We demand to be always online since our work and leisure activities are impacted otherwise. Telcos struggle to meet these high demands in a market where traditional voice or text plans are disappearing in favor of data services supporting a diverse range of mobile apps.
A clear up-to-date understanding of customer experience and satisfaction is a key competitive advantage for telcos [2] . However, telcos face the challenge of dealing with large amounts of information generated by the mobile users every second. For example, mobile data traffic is forecasted to reach 24.3 Exabytes per month by 2019, which corresponds to a 10-fold growth from 2014 to 2019 [3] . Such large and fast mobile data makes it harder for telcos to extract customer insights in a timely enough manner to react to potential causes of poor customer experience.
One option the operators have is to directly ask their subscribers using surveys but this mechanism, although reliable and widely used in the industry, is infeasible for real-time or large scale settings. Ideally, if telcos were able to measure customer satisfaction at any point in time and identify potential causes of poor customer experience, it would be easier for them to address such issues promptly, before they deteriorate and impact a larger number of subscribers.
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to infer the experience of every telco customer in (near) real-time by mining data already available to the telcom operator. This information consists of anonymized mobile phone Internet usage data associated to device location and specific app status (e.g., download rate, retransmitted packets, throughput) as illustrated in Figure 1 .
We make the assumption that a user's bad experience can be inferred by looking at the network performance for her use of specific mobile applications and services. However, it is very difficult to determine if such network performance is indeed perceived as an overall good or bad experience by the ƒ ŏ Ŏ Fig. 1 . User Alice's Data Feed transactions are illustrated here by a vector that includes the hour of the day, the user id, her device model, the app she is interacting with, the download rate, and the percentage of retransmitted packets (%RP). One approach, explored in our Experiment I, is to consider that all Alice's transactions before her call at 14:30 to the care center represent her bad experience. The telco's support agents solved Alice's problem and all transactions thereafter are considered a good experience. user. To tackle this challenge, we test the hypothesis that poor customer experience results in calls to the telco's care center. For instance, if a user is interacting with a maps app and this is very slow, she might decide to call the telco's care center to complain about low mobile data speed (cf. Figure 1) .
While calls placed to customer support centers are not the only way for customers to explicitly report about bad experience, e.g., other ways include providing a low rating in Net Promoter Score (NPS) surveys or churning, we have chosen to use this valuable source of user feedback since it is much more abundant (usually an order of magnitude higher) than survey-based input. Moreover, if we are able to predict a customer care call based on network performance, we can help telcos identifying the reasons behind the complaints (e.g., a problem with a cell tower) and proactively suggest ways to solve the issue before this is experienced by a large number of users. In total we define our problem as follows.
Customer Experience Prediction Problem. Given a set of mobile phone usage transactions, the problem of customer experience prediction is to find out if the current conditions, i.e., context, will lead the user to place a call to the customer care center in the near future.
We cast this problem as a binary prediction task, i.e., will the user call the care center or not given his current mobile experience, in which we train an ensemble of decision trees using different dimensions of user context. Decision trees help us to ease interpretability of the reasons causing bad user experience (which is an important aspect for real applications dealing with human interaction) and a model ensemble, which we refer to as a Restricted Random Forest (RRF), allows us to obtain better predictive performance.
We implemented our solution as a proof-of-concept for a major telecommunications company in Africa and deployed it in the telco's infrastructure to evaluate it using a rich dataset provided by the company. A key finding of this initial study, on the historical data provided, is that our approach was able to predict a problem with Apple Maps (in particular due to a high percentage of retransmitted packets) that resulted in many customer care calls, both during the monitored days, and for two subsequent weeks, as confirmed by the telco. If the telco had deployed the proposed solution in a real-time manner, it would have been able to identify such an issue faster, and proactively communicate it to customers thus reducing the number of customer care calls placed due to this problem. In total, the contributions of this work are as follows: -We propose a novel approach for telecommunication operators to measure customer satisfaction in (near) real time, which is capable of identifying potential causes of a poor customer experience by leveraging readily available data.
-We report interesting insights on what users' context dimensions impact their mobile experience.
-We empirically show the potential of our approach to assess the user mobile experience for the telco's entire customer base without resorting to expensive and time consuming survey-like strategies.
II. RELATED WORK Machine learning and data mining have been widely applied to customer relationship management [4] . There has been a large amount of work within this community around churn prediction [5] and different strategies have been proposed, e.g., based on demographics and call-behavior [6] .
More recently, social network information has been shown to have a positive impact on churn prediction [7] , [8] . Different techniques have been used for this task. In [9] logistic regression, decision trees, neural networks, and boosting were used and in [10] support vector machines have been proposed.
Mobile data usage has been shown to be useful to correlate also with other aspects of human life, such as urban dynamics [11] or crime [12] . Previous work has shown the practical usefulness of decision trees to predict crime hotspots from mobile data [12] . On a different angle, approaches have been tried to mine service center call records to better characterize service requests [13] .
However, to the best of our knowledge, no work so far has tried to address the (near) real-time customer experience prediction problem (in particular of call center calls) by making use of customer mobile Internet usage data.
III. MOBILE PHONE USAGE AND
CUSTOMER CARE DATASET In this section, we describe the anonymized data sample used in our study and share insights from its exploration. The dataset consists of two main sources of information namely Data Feeds and a log of Customer Care Calls, which are detailed as follows. Table I summarizes the dataset statistics. -Data Feeds. This dataset is collected in real-time using a probe installed within the telecom operator's infrastructure. The data is aggregated on-the-fly to generate Data Feeds, which encapsulate low-level summary information using customer-centric Internet measurements for different aggregation time periods (e.g., 1 hour in our case) and for a given technology such as 2G, 3G or 4G [14] . An illustrative example of data feed is shown in Figure 1 . In our use case, we have access to 2G and 3G data. Tables II and III present a list of fields captured in the Data Feed.
-Customer Care Calls. This dataset is a log of calls received by the telco care center. This collection includes fields such as the date and time of the call, its duration, as well as additional fields identifying the support agent taking the call and his or her level of expertise.
Spatial distribution. Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) show the distribution over the geographical area of analysis corresponding to the total download volume in GB, percentage of retransmitted packets, and percentage of customer care callers with respect to the total customers population, respectively. We can observe that the most congested areas, i.e., heavy download traffic, are the ones that suffer a high percentage of retransmissions, which lead to a larger number of customer calls from these areas, a behavior that is intuitively expected.
Temporal distribution of customer care calls. In Figure 3 , we report the hourly number of customer care calls. We can see that the care center receives calls continuously also during the weekend (e.g., 9th and 10th of August).
Users that call the care center vs. the ones that do not call. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the distributions of the total download data volume for users that called the care center (callers) and the ones that did not call (no-callers), respectively. The callers' distribution has a longer tail to higher download volumes indicating that they are more data intensive users (Figure 4 This preliminary analysis shows that user contextual information -location, type of device, data volume, retransmitted packets, used applications -can help discriminate users with bad experience. This insight will be used to drive the development of the prediction models in Section IV.
IV. OUR APPROACH
Based on our data exploration we observe promising correlations between the data available in the Data Feed and the registered calls to the care center, which can help us with the task at hand of predicting user experience in real-time. To this end, we present in this section the formalization of our approach, which we call Restricted Random Forest (RRF), and discuss the architecture of our deployed proof-of-concept solution.
A. Restricted Random Forest (RRF)
We cast the problem as a binary prediction task and we use a supervised approach to solve it, while also considering the telco's requirement to have an explanation of the causes of a bad experience.
Let us denote by U the set of all mobile users in the telecommunications network. For a given time period B and a user u ∈ U , we consider a set of N transactions observed in the data stream of the form S = {(x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x N , y N )} B u . Each transaction x i is represented as a feature vector that summarizes the mobile user context and is associated to a class y i that takes the value of +1 if the customer u places a call to the care center, and −1 otherwise.
The idea is to build models offline using data from the recent history, e.g., previous day (B = 1 day), and once learned the scoring (classification) of the Data Feed transactions is performed online, which allow us to predict if a set of transactions (user experience) will lead the customer to place a call to the care center in the immediate short horizon, e.g., within the current day.
Our RRF solution is based on an ensemble of decision trees [15] for classification, which are very intuitive and easy to interpret. We learn individual decision trees T to keep interpretability and in order to boost predictive performance we combine them in an ensemble. Let us denote with M the number of decision trees in our ensemble, then the models are combined by majority voting and the most-voted class is predicted:
where Θ m are the model parameters of tree T m and I(a) is an indicator function that is 1 if a is true and 0 otherwise.
Our approach is clearly inspired by random forest ensembles [15] , the main difference is that we explicitly specify the features to be used in each training bag, rather than using a random subset of features as in random forest.
Remember that one of the main requirements from the telco for this solution was to emphasize interpretability, even at the expense of predictive performance.
B. Architecture
The deployment of our solution requires a system with two key capabilities:
(1) The ability to process massive amounts (in the order of petabytes) of historical telco network and call center data in order to build predictive models based on previous customer behaviour.
(2) The ability to process fast high bandwidth telco network data (in the order of terabytes per hour) for predicting customer behavior based on recent experience and historical models.
In other words, our architecture requires a batch layer for model training and a speed layer for model scoring. In practice, the scale of the historical data prohibits the learning of predictive models in a timely manner without employing a parallel approach. The greater relevance of recent telco and call center data to the predictive models makes having short batch cycle times even more critical (i.e., the longer the batch cycle the more outdated current models are by the end of the cycle). Thus we partition the telco data by date, and train independently on each partition, as reflected in our evaluation (Section V). This approach to partitioning simplifies data ingestion and is effective when deploying models as it facilitates the weighting of models built using newer historical data, over those built using older historical data, if needed. Figure 6 sketches the architecture of our solution. It is instructive to compare the described system architecture with systems adhering to the Lambda architecture model for data stores [16] . Such systems consist of three main components -a batch layer, a speed layer, and a serving layerand like our proposed system input data is fed to both the batch layer and the speed layer. The proposed system shares many aspects of a Lambda architecture based system, namely the speed layer, batch layer, and simultaneous ingestion. The goals of our system differ to those of a data store though, that is, our system currently has no requirement for a serving layer for unified querying of both the batch and speed layers. Rather the batch layer exports a model directly to the speed layer, which can be used to trigger actions based on real-time predictions.
Infrastructure of our Solution.
We now describe in more detail the subset of the overall system used in our on-site evaluation at the telco. This corresponds to the batch and speed components shown in Figure 6 . We used the IBM BigInsights for Apache Hadoop product [17] for the batch processing middleware layer and the IBM Infosphere Streams product for the speed processing middleware layer [18] .
BigInsights was installed on a 4-node cluster of IBM Power systems, and Infosphere Streams was installed on a separate IBM Power system machine. The historical telco data was stored in HDFS 1 on the BigInsights cluster and a component of BigInsights called Big R (a middleware layer for distributing R code) was used for off-line model building. Infosphere Streams was used for real-time scoring of live telco data 2 by deploying the models built using Big R. BigInsights models were shared with Infosphere Streams by generating a PMML 3 version of the model and persisting it within HDFS. 1 HDFS: Hadoop Distributed File System 2 For the purposes of our evaluation we read the stored telco data from disk rather than live from the telco network.
3 PMML: Predictive Model Markup Language
V. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
As discussed earlier, it is very difficult to determine what is a good or bad user experience at every single moment of the day and without asking the users for direct feedback. What then is the best way to infer bad experience from a time series of Internet usage information? To answer this question we test two approaches: -Approach I. Here we use the observed user transactions in the Data Feed before the user places a call to the care center as proxy for bad experience. We also (optimistically) assume that the issue motivating the call is solved by the care center, so the following user activities reflect a good experience. Thus we label each user transaction accordingly and train our model ensemble. For real-time classification, we used the ensemble to score each new transaction from the Data Feed and then aggregate, for each user, her transactions and predicted class (will call the service center or not) in order to assess what is the overall user experience during a given time period (e.g., 1 day).
-Approach II. For this approach, we assume that the issue motivating the call is the result of a perceived poor experience in a relatively long time period. Thus, differently from Approach I, we aggregate and summarize the transactions per user over a period of time before training the classifiers.
We conduct two experiments in this section in order to evaluate each of the aforementioned approaches. We first detail the experimental setting common to both assessments and then report the results for Experiment I and Experiment II, which respectively explore approaches I and II. Finally, we conclude this section with a discussion of our findings.
A. Experimental Settings
We partition the telco data using a daily temporal split. We reserve as the test set all Data Feed transactions from the last day in our collection, i.e., 2014-08-12, and the rest of the data constitutes the training set.
We use precision, recall, and f1 as the metrics to assess the performance of our approach. They are defined as follows.
where TP, FP, and FN are the number of true positives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively. We prefer these metrics over accuracy given the unbalanced nature of the problem. Note that, in our collection, only a small percentage of all users made a call to the service center. Thus, obtaining a high accuracy would be trivial, e.g., by predicting no calls at all to the care center.
For the experiments, we build the decision trees, which are the individual members of our RRF ensemble, in a distributed fashion using Big R (cf. Section IV-B). We build each decision tree model using bootstrap aggregating or bagging (e.g., [19] , [20] ), to this end we use the Big R's bigr.frame [21] for Hadoop / MapReduce and the rpart R package [22] , we experimentally set the minimum split parameter equal to 10 observations, the maximum depth of the tree to 10, and the complexity parameter (cp) to 0.001 (used by default in our experiments if not specified otherwise).
In order to deal with the class imbalance of our dataset, the bagging procedure includes in each training bag all n + positive examples available in the original training set and a random sample, with replacement, of size n − bag of the original negative examples. We experimented with different sizes for n − bag and found that a fully balanced setting (n − bag = n + ) led to good results.
In the experiments we compare our RRF approach against the following state-of-the-art classifiers using the same data representation:
B. Experiment I
In Experiment I we explore a data representation based directly on the transactions captured from the data feed in order to assess Approach I, which was introduced earlier in this section. Each transaction corresponds to an aggregation, per hour, of different activities for each user (e.g., browsing, video streaming).
In this experiment we focus on a 24-hour time span, where the user experience for this period is given by the set of her transactions within the given day. We use the observed user transactions before she placed a call to the care center as proxy for bad. Furthermore, we optimistically assume that the issue leading to the make the call is solved by the care center, so the following user activities (i.e., transactions) reflect a good experience. This approach allows us to label our training feature vectors.
For example, consider the user Alice whose transactions are illustrated in Figure 1 . In this particular day, Alice placed a call to the care center at 14:30 hours complaining about her bad experience, therefore, all Alice's transactions before 14:30 represent the bad experience causing Alice to call and complain to the care center. The agents at the service center solved Alice's problem and all following transactions (after 14:30) are considered a good experience for Alice.
Note that for users who made more than one call to the care center during a given day, we consider only the latest call placed. Thus, all previous transactions to the last call correspond to a bad experience and the following ones after the call as good experience, e.g., issues that caused the complaint were not solved in earlier calls to the care center. Data Representation and Models. We build feature vectors based on the data feed transactions. We represent categorical features (cf. Table II) using one-hot encoding, that is, binary vectors with a single dimension of the vector equal to 1 denoting the category, and 0 otherwise. For example, in the dataset there are 178 applications (e.g., blackberry services, dns, https, facebook), thus the binary vector representing the feature application is of size 178. For example, if the application 'facebook' is 5th in the list, its binary categorical representation will be a vector of 178 dimensions with all zeros, except for the one in the 5th position. A similar approach is taken for the rest of categorical features.
For the variable 'cell' that has a large number of categories (more than 13K different values), we opted to represent the 16 more common cells, in order to reduce sparseness while still capturing a large part of the user activities within the cells with high traffic. A similar approach was taken to represent the 'device models', using only the 16 most popular devices. In these two cases, an additional bit was added to the representation, which is activated (i.e., taking value of one) if any of the other values outside the top 16 was observed.
Real-valued features denoting the network status, e.g., bytes up and down, download time, retransmitted packets, etc., are represented directly with their corresponding numerical value extracted from the data feed. In Table III we provide the complete list of the network status features. In our models we use feature vectors of size 480, which include all categorical and real-valued features to represent the user context.
We learn decision trees from selected variables of interest for the telecom operator, which will help them to understand the results.
In particular, we use the following variables to build the members of our ensemble: 1) Application 2) Application Type 3) Cell 4) Location Area 5) Device Model 6) Device Manufacturer 7) Network KPIs For the models corresponding to the location area we used a complexity parameter (cp) value of cp=0.00015. For the rest we used the default setting for our experiments, i.e., cp=0.001.
For all classifiers, we set their parameters via cross validation, and the corresponding values are as follows. We trained the SVM for 100 epochs using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with an initial learning rate η 0 = 0.1 and decreased it gradually at every iteration, the regularization constant was set to λ = 0.0001. The Logistic regression model was regularized using a complexity constant C = 1. For the GBT and RF ensembles, we used 250 and 2000 estimators, respectively, with a maximum depth of 4 for each of decision trees members of the ensemble. We set the maximum number of features to consider when splitting a node equal to the square root of the number of features in our data. Furthermore, for GBT we set a learning rate of 0.1. Results. The performance for the prediction of the overall user experience in the testing day is shown in Figure 7(a) . In order to compute this per user aggregate, for all models as well as for the baseline, we use majority voting on the user transactions in the test set. That is, if the user has more transactions predicted as "call" than the ones predicted as "no-call", then the overall user experience for the given day is considered a bad one, and a good experience otherwise.
The baseline corresponds to a model that predicts for the test day (2014-08-12) based on the transactions distribution of call/no-call from the previous day (2014-08-11). More precisely, for each transaction in the test set, we predict if it will lead to a call or not to the care center by tossing a biased coin with 13% probability of labeling as positive (call) and 0.87% otherwise. Table IV lists the most important variables reported by the T_Application, T_Device_Model, and T_Network_KPI decision trees, built from the Application, Device Model, and Network KPIs variables, respectively.
C. Experiment II
Here we explore a different approach to characterize the bad experiences of users w.r.t. the approach described in Experiment I. We assume that the level of service was poor in the latest 24 hours in which the user made a call. Instead of focusing on each single transaction, we provide a summary per application of the user experience in the last 24 hours.
For example, considering Alice's (unlabeled) transactions in Figure 1 , the corresponding summaries for YouTube and AppleMaps, could look as follows, both labeled as bad experience, since Alice called the service center that day:
Data Representation and Models. We build the summaries of user mobile activity considering the most visited cell, the device used, and aggregated network-related features or key performance indicators (KPIs) for the top 10 applications in terms of downloaded bytes across all the users.
We decided to consider only those applications since they represent the ones with more interactions with the network and the ones that might have higher expectations for the users. Therefore if a poor Quality-of-Service affects these applications is more likely that a user complains about the network in general.
The top 10 applications are: HTTP, BlackBerry services, Facebook, Google, Apple Maps, YouTube, Android Market, SSLv3, Twitter, WhatsApp, which correspond to the dimensions for the feature vectors for Experiment II.
For each of these applications we use the features described in Table V to compute the aggregated KPIs.
Regarding the most visited cell for a subscriber, this represents the cell where the user spent most "active" time. We do not report all the cells, but we label as "other cell" the set of cells with less than 7 users, since the mean for the antenna distribution is 6.8. We consider 751 distinct locations in total.
A similar approach has been used for the Device Model feature, where we use a dummy field, "other device", for all devices used by less than 5 users, which corresponds to the median of the device distribution. We consider 193 different devices. We use the median instead of the mean to select the cut-off point in this case, because the device distribution is much more skewed than the cell's one. For instance, considering the Apple Maps application, we aggregate all the downloaded bytes for a specific user in the last 24 hours. Note that this feature set takes into account an heuristic computed by the telco, named Customer Experience Score -CES, that corresponds to predefined quality thresholds of user network variables. For instance, if the minimum download throughput is high, the CES is consider to be poor.
In total, for each user we aggregate her experience at the daily level, and we label this summary as positive or negative based on whether she made a customer care call in that day or not.
In Experiment II we trained the SVM for 1000 epochs also using SGD. The initial learning rate was set to η 0 = 0.001 and the regularization constant to λ = 0.01. For the rest of the classifiers, we found that the same parametrization used for Experiment I yielded the best results during cross validation. Results. The baseline is computed as follows. We consider the ratio of positive and negative samples in the day before the evaluation (2014-08-11). For each user in the test day (2014-08-12), we predict based on this ratio whether she will call or not the care center by tossing a biased coin with 25.77% probability of labeling as positive (call) and 74.23% labeling as negative (no call).
The results are shown in Figure 7(b) . Considering the f1 score, our RRF approach achieves the best f1 score, our ensemble improves roughly 59% the results obtained with the baseline model. Random Forest (RF) delivers the best precision against all models at the expense of recall.
D. Analysis and Discussion
From the results of Experiment I and II (cf. Figure 7) we can observe that our RRF model ensembles achieve an f1 score improvement of roughly 85% and 57% over the baseline using Approach 1 and 2, respectively. RRF also compares favorably against the state-of-the-art classifiers in both experiments.
Approach 1 is simpler to implement since it works at the Data Feed transaction level. Thus the predictions are computed in real-time directly for the user transactions observed in the Data Feed. The overall user experience, at any given point in time, can be computed by aggregating the predictions collected until that moment on a per user basis, e.g., by majority voting as we did in Experiment I. In addition, the trees generated by this approach provide useful information on the relevance of the individual variables for classification (cf . Table IV) , which can be used to support telco's insights on the most important dimensions, e.g., applications, mobile devices, or network KPIs, that impact the user experience.
For real-time prediction under Approach II we first need to aggregate and summarize transactions per user, and then keep an up-to-date version of this user profile. Then, these profiles can be used to assess the user experience at any time. Models learned using Approach II can easily associate problems related to specific applications. For instance, the Apple Maps retransmission rate, which corresponds to a node in the decision tree shown in Figure 8 , identifies the cause of a major issue experienced in the telco network, which triggered a large number of customer care calls, both during the monitored days, and for two subsequent weeks, as confirmed by the operator. This is a promising result indicating that if the telco had deployed the proposed solution in a real-time manner, it would have been able to identify such an issue before an avalanche of calls are placed to the care center.
In future work we plan to explore a hybrid strategy that unifies our two approaches, in which predictions for user experience will be made simultaneously and combined in real time. This strategy would leverage the advantages of each approach at capturing the user experience for short (transaction level) and long terms (user profile) simultaneously, as well as preserving the interpretability of the models.
The low precision of our models reflects how challenging this task is. We are currently experimenting with other tree ensemble strategies, similar to random forests [15] , in order to improve precision, e.g., by relaxing the interpretability constraint. One possible direction would be to include in a model ensemble a one-class classifier to better address the unbalance observed in our dataset, i.e., only a limited number of users actually call the care center to report an issue. Observe that the improvements for f1 are largely thanks to recall, which also indicates an increase in the number of false positives. That is, the model falsely predicting that the user will call the care center. Within the proactive customer care use case the telco is still interested in exploring a sample of such false positives, since they might indicate reasons for poor experience even if the customer did not call the care center. We plan to explore a relevance ranking mechanism for such instances, e.g., based on user behavior, and present the telco agents only a short list of interesting instances to examine.
We also want to explore additional features to train our models and improve their performance. Temporal and seasonal features such as the day of the week, month, and time of the day are important and should be considered when analyzing data streams for longer periods than the one studied here, i.e., 5 days of data. Furthermore, modeling the quality and user perception of an app based on additional sources, such as the user rating given in app market places or social media opinions, is an interesting direction to consider.
The customer care logs available to us for this study are noisy and the reason associated with each call was either uncategorized or not precise enough to be modeled explicitly. This is a clear limitation of our study. However, it would be straightforward for telcos, that have full access to these reports and their history, to leverage this important information as part our approach.
Finally, we plan to explore in more detail the individual aspects of user behavior to build personalized models for users or segments of users directly from the data stream (e.g., as in [23] ), an approach that we expect will be able to predict more accurately the mobile experience of each subscriber.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented a novel approach to estimate in near-real-time the user experience for telco customers from a rich set of mobile phone activity data and a log of customer calls to the telco's care center.
We presented the real-world solution to tackle this problem and carried out an empirical evaluation that shows that our approach achieves promising results that overall show the potential for measuring user experience at any point in time and without intrusively eliciting explicit feedback from customers.
Our approach for user experience prediction can be leveraged to improve churn forecasting models as well as to indirectly estimate network promoter scores (NPS), a metric widely used in the telco industry to estimate future revenue.
